LOOKING BACKWARDS

ANIL
Perth, Australia

In this quiz you are to spot geographical names nestled backwards into these questions. It’s more of an eye workout than a brain exercise. Some are clues, most aren’t. Answers out back.

1. A great reb land for conscientious objectors?
2. A real bunch of gonad users, are they?
3. Aren’t the double sable coats here suspiciously cheap?
4. Are they drunk on Zaire gin over here?
5. As their council has a nil budget, how do they get by?
6. A Tibetan lama is still welcome here despite the name change, no?
7. Beloved by nary a man apart from the natives?
8. Can a camera bug possibly snap a jolly scene here?
9. Can one go here for a thrill, a gut-roping experience? ————
10. Can one throw a pan at no man in this state?
11. Can they piece ergs out of sunshine here?
12. Can you believe they laid nine major roads thru the mountain?
13. Can you find no Gi as a Ho Chi Minh City resident?
14. China ate bites out of the plateau, no?
15. China is a big part of me, no?
16. Could a billionaire bill them for their freedom?
17. Did a stew I kindled die here?
18. Did early settlers axe the trees here?
19. Did this land arise when a river changed its course? ————
20. Did Victoria Regina never rule here?
21. Did y’ say it has no reservoir anywhere?
22. Do California pseudos vacation here in winter?
23. Does a permanent fine dew surround this spot?
24. Does it cover many latitudes on the map?
25. Do it’s coins have negligible value any more?
26. Do they retail art suavely or crassly?
27. Do they serve yak salad for tourists? ————
28. Do they share the wealth so all are cared for?
29. Do they yen dystopia here or just seem to?
30. Do you deny Jewish treatment here was raw in the thirties and forties?
31. Do you think this city is less urbane than most?
32. How can they use a watt of electricity every microsecond?
33. How come people here are so gallant as to amaze me?
34. How come these ran ebb tide stalls despite having no beach?
35. How long has it had this name? Only two C, some say.
36. How long since we had an account with them?
37. How many in this sunny clime suffer old IR damage?
38. How many rage all night here on Lake Michigan?